Wigner and Husimi quasi-distributions, owing to their functional regularity, give the two archetypal and equivalent representations of all observable-parameters in continuousvariable quantum information. Balanced homodyning and heterodyning that correspond to their associated sampling procedures, on the other hand, fare very differently concerning their state or parameter reconstruction accuracies. We present a general theory of a now-known fact that heterodyning can be tomographically more powerful than balanced homodyning to many interesting classes of single-mode quantum states, and discuss the treatment for two-mode sources.
Introduction
The successful implementation of any quantum-information protocol hinges on the operational reliability of its individual components, which includes quantum sources that supply the resources for information transmission. Accurate calibrations of these sources are hence important and quantum tomography provides the necessary tools for this purpose.
In continuous-variable quantum information theory, the technique of balanced homodyning (HOM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] samples the marginal distribution of the Wigner function of a given unknown state with approximate quadrature eigenstates. Heterodyning (HET) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] on the other hand performs a delocalized sampling of the Husimi function of the state by a joint measurement of the complementary position X and momentum P operators-double-HOM so to speak. These two sampling methods probe the phase space in essentially two feasible ways to reconstruct observable parameters, that is the parameter column= V V V that depends on some stateindependent observable column V V V : through either a direct sampling of some positive quasi-distribution or sampling physical aspects of some otherwise non-positive (and non-singular) quasi-distribution.
In Refs.
14 and, 15 we showed that despite the fact that both Husimi and Wigner representations are mutually equivalent for describing quantum states, the reconstruction accuracies of observable parameters for schemes that probe these different quasi-distributions can be very different. In particular, we showed that for Gaussian states of a wide range of temperature µ ≥ 1 (mean thermal photon number) and squeezing strength λ ≥ 1, HET beats HOM tomographically in reconstructing first and second moments even in the presence of additional vacuum noise originating from the joint measurement of complementary observables. The studies were based on the analysis of the optimal mean squared error, or the scaled Cramér-Rao bound (sCRB). These results refuted a myth that suggests that because of the vacuum noise, "the two (X-P ) beams measured have to suffer losses", such that "each quadrature measurement will have a reduced SNR (signal-to-noise ratio)". An erroneously unsystematic assessment of the two schemes such as this would inevitably conclude with the belief that there "is no advantage" in using HET a , which is in direct contradiction with well-established experimental schemes.
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In subsequent discussions, we shall present a general theory 17 for the two sampling methods that applies to arbitrary single-mode states and extend this theory to two-mode states. We show that for a majority of the cases, HET beats HOM tomographically in terms of the sCRB. As examples, we investigate the performance of these methods in first and second-moment tomography on these states. The paper is organized as follows. We first state the general theory for moment tomography as well as for HOM and HET in Sec. 2. We then proceed to discuss first-moment a These comments, which were directly extracted from a referee report for a journal that is not cited here, are representative of many statements for this myth.
and second-moment tomography for single-mode quantum states with more detail in Secs. 3 and 4. More specifically, we prove a general optimality property of HET for first-moment tomography that holds for all states, and in Secs. 4.1 through 4.4, we analyze the tomographic powers of HOM and HET defined by their sCRBs for interesting classes of states: the Gaussian, Fock, even and odd coherent, displaced Fock, and photon-added coherent states. Finally, we extend our discussions to twomode states in Sec. 5, taking a next step towards a more complete study of these schemes on general multimode photonic sources. There, we shall analyze two classes of two-mode states, the two-mode Fock and two-mode squeezed vacuum states.
General theory

Moments and tomographic power
In quantum mechanics, an arbitrary single-mode state ρ can be characterized with an infinite set of operator moments, which are functions of the position X and momentum P operators 18 that parametrize the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. When ρ is a Gaussian state (a state with all quasi-distributions Gaussian), the Hilbert space is effectively parametrized by only the first and second moments. This turns the Hilbert space into a five-dimensional parameter space that is characterized by X , P , X 2 , P 2 and [XP ] ws where [XP ] ws = (XP + P X)/2 refers to the Weyl symmetrically-ordered operator moments. In this article, we study the performance of HOM and HET on the first and second moments for states besides the Gaussian ones. The corresponding results can be useful in many areas of quantum information theory, such as the topics of generalized uncertainty relations, 19, 20 non-classicality detection, 21, 22 entanglement detection, 23, 24 and cryptography.
25, 26
It is convenient to group the first and second moments into the following two multivariate quantities: r r r = X P , G G G 1 = r r rr r r ,
The complete covariance matrix of any single-mode ρ is then defined as
and contains all first-and second-moment information about ρ. Additionally, G G G satisfies the matrix inequality G G G ≥ −i Ω Ω Ω/2 in terms of Ω Ω Ω = 0 1 −1 0 that is related to the two-dimensional symplectic group, or equivalently det{G G G} ≥ 1/4, which is a consequence of the Heisenberg-Robertson-Schrödinger (HRS) uncertainty relation. The assessment of the reconstruction accuracies in reconstructing r r r and G G G 2 may be made more precisely by considering their mean squared-errors (MSE)
for the respective estimators r r r and G G G 2 . This tomographic measure encodes three kinds of information, namely the measurement performance, reconstruction strategy used to define the estimator and data sample size N that is usually fixed by the observer for the sampling techniques of interest to us. In order to make a fair and conservative comparison between two different measurement performances, we define the so-called tomographic power to be the MSE that is minimized over all possible reconstruction strategies and scaled with N -the scaled Cramér-Rao bound (sCRB). The expressions are given by sCRB 1 = N min r r r E ( r r r − r r r) 2 and sCRB
Balanced homodyning
The HOM scheme involves the coherent mixture of the optical signal and a strong local oscillator of complex amplitude α = |α|e iϑ with a balanced (1:1) beam splitter, after which the two output photocurrents are subtracted and recorded as the real value −∞ < x ϑ < ∞ for a fixed phase 0 ≤ ϑ < π [see Fig. 1 (a)]. The distribution of x ϑ is the marginal of the Wigner function along ϑ, which measures the resulting quadrature observable X ϑ = X cos ϑ + P sin ϑ. To optimally reconstruct the moments with the HOM data, we take advantage of the simple formula
that relates the Weyl ordered moments of order M to the moments of X ϑ (0 ≤ m ≤ M ), which states that all information about moments of this order is contained in X M ϑ . Then the sCRB in moment tomography can be derived by calculating the Fisher information matrix F F F that defines it in the famous matrixtrace relation sCRB = N Tr F F F −1 . In the limit of large N , the Fisher matrix for the M th moments can be shown to be
after applying the central limit theorem, where
2 and a a a is the (M + 1)-dimensional column of M th moment parameters. We primarily focus on M = 1 and 2, for which the Fisher matrix in (3) takes the forms
where m m m ϑ = u u u ϑ u u u ϑ , u u u ϑ = (cos ϑ sin ϑ) t and
The optimal estimators r r r (opt) and G G G that go with the sCRBs can be constructed using the HOM data by adopting mathematical techniques developed in operator frame theory. 17 The answers read r r r
and
where N k = nx j=1 n jk refers to the marginal sum of the binned data counts n jk for n ϑ sampled phases {ϑ k } and n x sampled voltage differences {x j } per phase, and finally the unbiased estimates of the operator moments are collectively defined by
The vectorization vec( · ) maps a 2 × 2 symmetric matrix to a 3 × 1 real column inasmuch as
We remark that for all M > 1, the integrals in (4) [or (3) for that matter] have no known analytical form for arbitrary ρ. As shall be demonstrated, one can nonetheless obtain closed-form expressions for specific classes of quantum states.
Heterodyning
The simultaneous measurements of X and P [see Fig. 1(b) ] with HET realize the coherent-state measurement. This projects the state ρ to coherent states via a delocalized phase-space sampling of the Husimi function. It is easy to see that the additional vacuum noise introduced by the initial beam splitter physically infuses measurement uncertainty in the resulting X − P measurement data of the ArthursKelly type relation
which is saturated by coherent states [ (∆X) 2 = (∆P ) 2 = 1/2]. The variance Var q [y] = y 2 − y 2 is defined in terms of the Husimi-function average. In the phasespace language perspective, the action of the vacuum introduces an additive noise contribution to the covariance matrix G G G,
More generally, the switch from marginal sampling of the Wigner function to delocalized sampling of the Husimi function introduces higher-order noise to all operator moment quantities (except for the first moments), a physical consequence of the Gauss-Weierstrass transform. Since, any observable-parameter column, including a column of moments, can be expressed linearly in the Husimi function, we can define the unbiased estimators
that estimate the true quantities. Since both estimators are essentially sums of independent random variables, we may invoke the central limit theorem in the limit of large N and conclude that the respective sCRBs are attained asymptotically with these estimators for given HET data. In contrast with HOM, there exist formal analytical expressions for the HET sCRB for any M .
First-moment tomography
First moments are the only exception where analytical comparisons of HOM and HET are possible for any ρ. A direct evaluation of F F F 1,hom and its inverse trace gives the concise expression sCRB 1,hom = Tr{G G G} + 2 det{G G G} .
On the other hand, the sCRB for HET is given by
It then follows immediately from the HRS uncertainty relation pointed out in Sec. 2.1 that sCRB 1,het ≤ sCRB 1,hom for any ρ. This implies that for all quantum states, the tomographic power of HET is always greater than that of HOM in locating the average phase-space center of the quantum state. For minimum-uncertainty states, both schemes stand on equal footing (sCRB 1,hom = sCRB 1,het ). This general result concludes the brief section.
Second-moment tomography
For second-moment tomography, general analytical expressions for the sCRB are unavaliable. As such, the subsequent analysis on the performances of HOM and HET is carried out on individual classes of quantum states. For this purpose, we define γ 2 = sCRB 2,het /sCRB 2,hom to be the performance ratio that indicates the relative tomographic power between the two sampling schemes.
Gaussian states
A detailed discussion on Gaussian states of nonzero r r r is given in. 17 For the purpose of illustrating some principles, we restrict the present survey to Gaussian states of zero r r r. The corresponding covariance matrix
for these centralized Gaussian states is effectively parametrized by the temperature µ ≥ 1 that measures the thermality or size of the Gaussian uncertainty ellipse, and squeezing strength λ ≥ 1. For minimum-uncertainty states (µ = 1), we recover det{G G G} = 1/4. The complete expressions for the sCRBs are sCRB 2,hom = 2 Tr{G G G} Tr{G G G} + 3 det{G G G} ,
To simplify matters, we shall investigate two specialized forms of G G G = G G G 2 . Let us first consider the case where λ = 1, that is the class of thermal states. Since G G G is now a multiple of the identity, we get
for the second-moment performance ratio that is monotonically decreasing with µ. For minimum-uncertainty states (µ = 1), γ 2 = 6/5 = 1.2, which is the maximum value. So HOM fares better than HET tomographically for Gaussian states near the vacuum state. As the Gaussian state becomes highly thermal (µ → ∞), we have γ 2 → 3/10, which is the optimum value for all centralized Gaussian states. The transition point occurs at µ = 1 7 √ 30 + 3 ≈ 1.211, which practically means that for almost all the thermal states, HET beats HOM, with higher significance for highly thermal states.
The other more interesting specialized case concerns the squeezed states (λ > 1), where we shall just look at states with µ = λ. These states approximately models strongly squeezed sources with excess noise associated to the anti-squeezed quadrature due to realistic experimental imperfections. 27 In this case,
In the two extreme limits µ = 1 and µ → ∞, γ 2 takes the respective values 6/5 and 1. This tells us that large squeezing ultimately reduces the tomographic benefits of HET over HOM, making the two techniques even for this specialized case. There exists an optimum γ 2 of ≈ 0.652 at µ ≈ 3.124 (see Fig. 2 ). 
Fock states
Fock states are important non-Gaussian quantum states that not only follow naturally from ideal conditions in photon-counting techniques, but are also crucial in the foundations of quantum mechanics. The covariance matrix for these states is always a multiple of the identity as they are spherically symmetric in phase space, so that we again arrive at the very simple formulas sCRB 2,hom = 5 (n 2 + n + 1) ,
and hence
For n = 0, we evidently obtain the familiar answer γ 2 = 6/5 for the vacuum state, whereas for n = 1, γ 2 = 16/15. In the limit of large n, γ 2 → 2/5 (see Fig. 3 ). 
Even and odd coherent states
Another popular class of non-Gaussian states in continuous-variable quantum information theory with interesting phase-space quantum interference features are the even and odd coherent states defined by the ket |±; α 0 = (|α 0 ± |−α 0 )N ± with the normalization constant N ± = 1/ 2 ± 2 e −2|α 0 | 2 . Without loss of generality, we may take α 0 ≥ 0.
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For these slightly more sophisticated pure states, the matrix F F F 2,hom takes the form
which leads to
The Husimi averaging of phase-space moments separately gives the sCRB sCRB 2,het = 6 + 12α
Although the expression for γ 2 is now a nontrivial function of α 0 , the general behavior is similar to that of the Gaussian states (see Fig. 4 ). Firstly, the respective limiting cases (α 0 = 0) for the even and odd states coincide with the n = 0 (6/5) and n = 1 (16/15) Fock states, as they should be. For the even coherent states, the unit-γ 2 crossover occurs at α 0 ≈ 0.693, whereas for the odd coherent states, this happens at α 0 ≈ 1.128. Secondly, for each type of states, γ 2 possesses a stationary global minimum. For the even states, the minimum value of γ 2,min = 0.77096 is attained at α 0 = 1.148 ≈ 1. For the odd states, this optimum value is γ 2,min = 0.86796 and is achieved with α 0 = 1.980 ≈ 2. 
Displaced Fock and Photon-added coherent states
The displaced Fock states and the "cousin" states, namely the photon-added coherent states that differ only by a swap in the order of displacement and squeezing operations, represent two important classes that constitute the building blocks for understanding quasi-distributions [28] [29] [30] and quantum bosonic systems.
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The presence of two parameters for these states influences the complexity of the sCRB expressions, notably for the photon-added coherent states where no easy closed-form formulas are available. Detailed discussions for these two states have been done. 17 For this subsection, we shall consolidate the main physical results. The two classes of states share common traits that are inherited from Fock states and Gaussian states. For m > 1, γ 2 < 1 for all values of α 0 . Exceptions appear for m = 0, 1, where beyond certain threshold value of α 0 that varies for different classes of states and m value γ 2 transits from positive to negative values. For each m value, there is a minimum stationary point for γ 2 and the functional dependence of the stationary point with m can be systematically derived for the displaced Fock states, whereas for the photon-added coherent states, it is possible to perform curve fitting to deduce the asymptotic behavior for this stationary point.
Two-mode states
General theory
We begin the generalization of all previous discussions to multi-mode sources by first looking at two-mode states. Their first-moment column r r r = r r r 1 r r r 2 , r r r l =
collects the two sets of single-mode first-moment expectation values, and their second-moment matrix,
contains the positive single-mode terms A A A l s that separately obey the HRS inequality and the cross-mode term A A A 12 that accounts for all two-mode correlations. We shall consider a natural situation where the five components r r r 1 , r r r 2 , A A A 1 , A A A 2 and A A A 12 are independently reconstructed with equal investments of the complete measurement data. Then, the sCRBs are just sums of those of the relevant independent components:
sCRB 2 = sCRB
There are many ways to perform parameter reconstruction on two-mode sources. Here, we are interested in the straightforward extension from single-to two-mode measurement schemes through the tensor-product structure, where each optical mode is probed by the same scheme. After going through lengthy but straightforward statistical calculations, we would arrive at the expressions for the Fisher matrices with the product-HOM scheme. They are
for the single-mode sectors with l, m = 1, 2, and
for the cross-mode sector. The formulas for the optimal estimators that reache the sCRBs defined by these Fisher matrix components can be derived accordingly. The product-HET technique performs a delocalized sampling of the two-mode Husimi function. A simple adaptation of the arguments for the single-mode case in Sec. 2.3 allows us to conclude that the following estimators
r r r 1,j r r r 2,j , r r r l,j = 
are asymptotically optimal for r r r and G G G 2 in the limit of large N . With these estimators, the HET sCRB may be derived as sCRB 
where now q refers to the two-mode Husimi function.
First-moment tomography
Just like the single-mode case, sCRB 1,hom takes the closed-form expression
for any two-mode ρ, where
Since G G G (l) also obeys the HRS uncertainty relation det G G G (l) ≥ 1/4, this again implies the universal inequality sCRB 1,hom ≥ sCRB 1,het . Equality holds when both the marginalized G G G (1) and G G G (2) are respectively the covariance matrices of singlemode minimum-uncertainty states.
Conclusion
When investigating the tomographic powers of different measurement schemes, care must be taken to avoid erroneous conclusions based on unfair or unsystematic comparisons. In this article, we analyzed the performances of balanced homodyne and heterodyne sampling schemes by considering a properly scaled and optimized accuracy measure that is well-known in statistics. We applied this study to various quantum states in moment tomography and showed that heterodyning can give significantly better reconstruction accuracies than balanced homodyning, which contradicts fabled tales of how the additional vacuum is overwhelmingly detrimental in parameter estimation problems.
